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Nick Hill and Mark Gardiner


The concept of the first-floor hall was introduced in 1935, but Blair’s paper of 1993 cast doubt on many of those buildings which had been identified as such. Following the recognition of Scolland’s Hall, Richmond Castle as an example of a hall at first-floor level, the evidence for buildings of this type is reviewed (excluding town houses and halls in the great towers of castles, where other issues apply). While undoubtedly a number of buildings have been mistakenly identified as halls, there is a significant group of structures for which there are very strong grounds to classify as first-floor halls. The growth of masonry architecture in elite secular buildings, particularly after the Norman Conquest, allowed halls to be constructed on the first floor. The key features of these are identified and the reasons for constructing the hall at this level – prestige and security – are recognized. The study of these buildings allows two further modifications to the Blair thesis: in some houses, halls and chambers were integrated in a single block at an early date, and the basic idea of the medieval domestic plan was already present by the late eleventh century.


It was argued in an earlier paper that Scolland’s Hall in Richmond Castle was an eleventh-century example of a first-floor hall. It had an attached chamber, garderobe tower and viewing balcony. That building, as noted in the conclusions to the first paper, provides a challenge to our understanding of the character and development of high-status halls. The position of the hall at first-floor level was widely considered to be an exceptional feature. The plan of the hall with its entrance at one end and the chamber at the other, in conformity with the late medieval domestic arrangements more widely known in the thirteenth century, seemed unusually early. The integration of the chamber with the hall, at a period when the two were often set apart, was also a surprise. This second article explores the wider context and comparanda for Scolland’s Hall, and in so doing also explores the development of the domestic plan. It will be argued here that, far from being exceptional, Scolland’s Hall fits into a broader pattern of high-status buildings of eleventh- to early thirteenth-century date.

The first-floor hall debate

The term ‘first-floor hall’ was introduced in 1935 by Margaret Wood in her study of domestic Norman architecture, and the subject was given a whole chapter in her major book of 1965 on the medieval house (Wood 1935; Wood 1965, 16–34). Wood maintained that a major reason for locating the hall on the first floor was for defence: ‘…it was safer to have the living-rooms raised to first-floor level’, and the issue of defence has been an important element in the debate about first-floor halls ever since (Wood 1935, 213; Wood 1965, 16). Her catalogue of 1965 gave twenty-three examples from the Norman period, including six town houses. Seven examples of halls within castles were also listed, though potential halls within castle great towers were excluded, as belonging ‘to military rather than to domestic architecture’ (Wood 1935, 170). She also gave over twenty later examples, dating from the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Patrick Faulkner continued with the same concept in his important study of 1958, but used the term ‘upper hall’ rather than first-floor hall. For Faulkner, the first floor of the ‘Upper Hall House’ constituted a complete residential unit, with a ‘greater upper chamber or “hall”’ divided from a ‘lesser upper chamber’. He proposed that the ground floor, rather than being for storage, often replicated the arrangements on the first floor and was intended for use by the ‘household’, with the ‘family’ accommodation on the floor above. In emphasizing the widespread adoption of the ‘Upper Hall House’ type in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, Faulkner extended the range of buildings to which the type applied, to include tower keeps and great gatehouses in castles, and also monastic establishments. Faulkner contrasted the ‘Upper Hall House’ with the ‘End Hall House’, which had a dominant ground-floor hall and an attached, storeyed chamber block. 
With growing evidence to the contrary (e.g. Baker et al. 1993, 77–78), this by then well-established position was overturned in 1993 by John Blair in a seminal article (Blair 1993). Using a combination of documentary, archaeological and architectural evidence, Blair concluded that ‘the storeyed stone buildings usually called first-floor halls are in fact chamber-blocks which were once accompanied by detached ground-floor halls of the normal kind’ (Blair 1993, 2). Blair traced archival and literary references to define the two main components of any substantial residence: 
one communal, public and official, used for activities such as the holding of courts and the eating of formal meals, and the other private and residential: in Latin aula and camera (or thalamus), in Old English heall and bur, in modern English hall and chamber. 
Blair then cited detailed documentary and archaeological evidence which pointed to the conclusion that the aula was a ground-floor building, quite separate from the camera. Early camerae seem often to have been single-storey structures, and the development of the two-storeyed chamber block only occurred in the later twelfth century. The chamber block generally remained an independent, separate structure until the early thirteenth century, when chamber blocks began to be attached directly to the upper end of the hall.
Blair’s argument was supported by Edward Impey’s work on seigneurial houses in Normandy (Impey 1993; Impey 1999). A weakness of Blair’s thesis, as he acknowledged, was the lack of sites on which substantial, unambiguous evidence survived for both hall and independent chamber block. Impey identified five sites in Normandy where good evidence, often upstanding, survives for a ground-floor hall and an adjoining chamber block, three of them dating before 1200. Later, at Boothby Pagnell (Lincolnshire), one of the archetypal examples of the ‘first-floor hall’, Impey and Harris (2002) found the probable foundations of a large ground-floor hall, indicating that the surviving building was a chamber block.
Vociferous support for the traditional position continued to be made by Michael Thompson in his books on the medieval hall and on medieval bishops’ houses (1995, 34–49; 1998, 31–33, 68–69, 125). Thompson traced the lineage of first-floor halls as an independent building type back to Carolingian sources, which was introduced to England after the Norman Conquest (1995, 34–49), often supplanting at the élite level the ‘native’ English tradition of ground-floor halls. For bishops’ houses, Thompson proposed that the original hall, also drawing on French models, was often at first-floor level and that in such cases ground-floor halls were a later development. The evidence for some of these bishops’ houses, which is often complex, is considered further below. Thompson’s arguments have not found much support, and in some cases his interpretation conflicts with the detailed archaeological analysis (see Table 2). 
Jane Grenville (1997, 67–78, 86–88) included a very useful summary of the first-floor hall debate in her overview of medieval houses in 1997. While recognizing the problems of the Wood-Faulkner position, Grenville sounded a note of caution on the distinction in terms of function between aula and camera. Citing work by Barthélemy, she noted ‘the dangers of assuming that medieval scribes felt the need to use the words with the same precision as modern scholars’. The French evidence examined by Barthélemy suggested that there was in fact 
little to choose, in terms of function, between the hall and chamber, other than size. Both were used for the reception of visitors, but the small size of the chamber dictated that it served for more intimate, semi-public occasions, or for secondary ceremonies… (Grenville 1997, 86).
The debate also registered in Ireland, albeit in a rather different historical context. A growing number of structures were identified as ‘hall-houses’, two-storey rectangular buildings of defensive character with a first-floor entrance (Sweetman 1998). Dating from the early thirteenth century, these have been held to contain first-floor halls. This interpretation has however been challenged by O’Keeffe (2013-14), who argues that these first-floor spaces  were more private than public in nature, and so have more affinity with the English chamber block.
In 1999 Anthony Quiney (1999) directly challenged the emerging new consensus. Like Grenville, he was concerned that the distinction made in documents between aula and camera may not be so clear-cut and ‘may be no more reliable than the classification of rooms offered by house agents today. It is the occupier who decides usage, not the outsider’ (Quiney 1999, 37). While recognizing that large, public occasions may require a ground-floor hall, Quiney claimed that ‘… the intimacy of a great chamber in an ‘upper hall’ might equally serve other lords with less desire to display largesse’ (Quiney 1999, 41). Like Thompson, Quiney traced an ancestry for the first-floor hall from Carolingian precedents through the early donjons of northern France to the introduction of the type to England after the Norman Conquest. He contended also that the rural first-floor hall/chamber block cannot be understood outside of a larger pattern, as they ‘are either adaptations or a different branch of a line of development which found its main expression in stone keeps and, later on, in the merchants’ houses of prosperous towns’ (Quiney 1999, 39). In taking this approach, Quiney followed both Wood, with her inclusion of town houses, and Faulkner, who included tower keeps. Nonetheless, proponents of the traditional view of the first-floor hall have become muted, and there is wide acceptance of Blair’s dismissal of the type. One of the present authors has published articles recently which argued that the classic late twelfth-century aisled hall at Oakham Castle (Rutland) was originally accompanied by a free-standing chamber block, and that the late thirteenth-century building at Donington le Heath (Leicestershire) is a chamber block which was originally accompanied by a timber-built ground-floor hall (Hill 2013; Hill and Liddle 2013).


First-floor halls – a comparative perspective

The evidence that the smaller stone-built structures of the Boothby Pagnell type are chamber blocks, not first-floor halls, is convincing. But the prevalent view since Blair’s paper seems too ready to dismiss the existence of first-floor halls entirely. The reconsideration of the subject presented here was stimulated by a study of Scolland’s Hall at Richmond Castle in Yorkshire (Hill and Gardiner [ref. previous paper]). Scolland’s Hall, dating from the late eleventh century, has all the features of a complete residential unit, including a first-floor hall. The study of Scolland’s Hall has led us into a review of other possible early first-floor halls, an examination which is probably long overdue. Blair (1993, 2) was himself careful to admit ‘the existence of first-floor halls in specific places and contexts’ and in 2002 gave some acknowledgement to the arguments advanced by both Thompson and Grenville (Blair 2002).
That review has produced a surprisingly high number of candidates, as set out in Table 1. This working list gives fifteen examples dating from the late eleventh to the early thirteenth century. It has been compiled from a number of sources, including Wood’s list of 1965 and Thompson’s accounts of 1995 and 1998. Kenyon (1990, 97-124 ) provides a very useful summary of fortified sites where evidence of first-floor halls has been uncovered by archaeological excavation. Other examples which have come to our attention are included, though the list is not definitive, and further cases may well be identified. Table 2 sets out a list of other sites we have studied, with a few additional, less certain, examples. We have excluded cases (such as Boothby Pagnell, Lincolnshire and Burton Agnes, East Yorkshire) where the evidence suggests the building is a chamber block, not a first-floor hall. We have also excluded town houses as, like Blair, we consider these to be a rather different category. Town houses often had living accommodation on the first floor as the ground floor was used for commerce, as in the well-known late twelfth-century cases of ‘Norman House’ and Jew’s House in Lincoln (Johnson and Jones 2016, 14–27, 88–101). Although many of our examples are within fortified castle sites, we have not included halls on the upper floors of castle great towers, which also form a separate category. Such halls located within great towers are subject to obvious constraints and have also been the subject of considerable research in recent decades. 
For each of the fifteen cases, the evidence has been reviewed in some detail to establish whether it should be included in the list, with examination of the building fabric on site where necessary. Key characteristics of each example are summarized. They are examined under three broad categories (though no strict typology is proposed). 


Three early examples

Scolland’s Hall, Richmond Castle (Yorkshire)

The previous paper showed that the main room set at first-floor level over an undercroft was a hall of standard medieval type with an entrance at the low end and a door at the high end which led to a small chamber. A garderobe was provided beyond the chamber. A notable aspect of this building is that it can be dated with some confidence to the 1080s, considerably earlier than other recognized examples of the late medieval domestic plan. If there is any doubt that the room identified as a hall in fact served this function, then it certainly did during the twelfth century when the three doors were formed in the west end to give access to the kitchen, buttery and pantry However, it seems probable that the ensemble of hall and chamber were planned to serve these roles from the outset. 

The Great Tower, Chepstow Castle (Monmouthshire) (Illus. 1)

Scolland’s Hall has often been compared with the ‘Great Tower’ at Chepstow, which is of similar very early date. There are a number of similarities, but also considerable differences. The building has been the focus of an excellent, very detailed study led by Rick Turner (Turner 2004; Turner and Johnson 2006). It was previously thought to have been built by Earl William fitz Osbern in 1067–71, but it is now believed that it was constructed by William I in the 1080s – which would make it roughly contemporary with Scolland’s Hall. Chepstow has a single very large room, set over a tall undercroft, with no adjoining spaces. It is considerably larger than the hall at Scolland’s – around 27m by 9m (243m²) as against 23.3m by 8m (186m²) for Scolland’s. The siting is reminiscent of Scolland’s but even more impressive, with the ‘Great Tower’ set at the highest part of a precipitous cliff, dominating the surrounding landscape and the Wye at the river crossing into Wales. 
The entrance arrangements to the hall at Chepstow are very odd. The principal doorway may have been that set at mid-height to the east, with its finely carved stone tympanum, approached via a lost external timber stair. However, after passing through this doorway into a lobby, this access route follows an awkward route up a narrow intramural stair, to emerge via a small, plain door into the south-east corner of the hall. Rather than serving as the principal entrance, Turner therefore thought it might have been an elevated doorway which could be ‘opened to frame the lord to the masses gathered on the ground below’ (Turner 2004, 257). Alternatively, the main access might have been via the high-level doorway in the north wall, again approached by a lost timber stair, though this doorway is only 750mm wide and entirely plain. Marshall (2012, 235–37) proposed instead that the main entrance, at least for the lord’s entourage, was via the doorway in the north wall of the undercroft, which had a staircase which linked to the mid-height eastern lobby. Marshall thought the first-floor north doorway probably led only to a balcony, though this fails to take account of the raking mortar fillets beside the doorway noted by Turner, which could only have served a stair. Whatever the route of access, it was quite at odds with the splendour of the first-floor hall. 
The principal lighting was by a regular row of windows in the north wall, which may also have been important in providing impressive views over the Wye. A highly unusual feature is the row of arched recesses in the west, south and part of the east walls. There was no original wall fireplace, so the room was presumably heated by a central hearth over the timber-joisted floor (as at Scolland’s Hall). The room lacks any distinction of high and low ends. Instead, Turner argues that the central recess in the south wall was slightly wider, and housed the lord’s seat. 
The undercroft formed a single space, poorly lit and with a sloping floor, partly formed of the bedrock. It could have served only for storage space, so its principal purpose was probably to create an elevated base for the grand hall above. In terms of defensive capabilities, Chepstow is much more strongly built than Scolland’s Hall, with thick, windowless outer walls to three sides and a sheer cliff to the fourth. However, Turner notes various defensive weaknesses. Once access was gained to the space along the north side, the north doorway was vulnerable. Although a stair rose from the hall to parapet level, it seems there were originally no defensive crenellations. The purpose of the thick walls may have been as much to allow the formation of recesses and stairs as for defence. It should be added that, although now referred to as the ‘Great Tower’, Chepstow is of different form to the standard Anglo-Norman tower keeps, of tall and square proportion. Chepstow has a long, rectangular shape and its tall upper storey and corner turrets were only added in the thirteenth century, when it took on a more defensive appearance, culminating with the placement of four crossbows at the corners in 1299 (Turner 2004, 298). 
A fundamental point is that the first-floor hall at Chepstow lacked any other service spaces, kitchen, garderobes or chambers. Access to any such facilities, probably located in the upper bailey, would have been far from convenient. Taking this into account, along with other unusual features such as the wall recesses, Turner concluded that it was built by William I for grand ceremonial use and was never intended as a residence. The arrangements certainly contrast strongly with the developed residential suite at Scolland’s Hall. 

Castle Acre Castle (Norfolk) (Illus. 2)

This is another very early building, thought to date from the 1070s, which contained a first-floor hall. Its highly unusual form was revealed by excavations in the 1970s by Jonathan Coad and Anthony Streeten (1982). The first-phase building consisted of a large double-pile block, taking up most of the small inner bailey. This building had only a lightly defended perimeter, with a ditch and timber palisade. The excavators’ view was that it had the characteristics of a ‘country house’ more than that of a castle. It was only with later development from c. 1140 that the site was re-worked on a more defensive basis. 
The ground floor of the building, buried in the course of later development, preserved many of its original features, though only a small part of the first floor survived. On the ground floor, a two-metre wide doorway near the centre of the south front led into the south room, with another doorway through the central spine wall to the rear room. The external walls were only 2m thick – much less than fully defensive tower keeps. It seems that the ground floor was lit only by four narrow windows in the west and east walls. This, together with the absence of fireplaces and an original well in the south-east corner, suggests its primary function was for storage or service use. No doubt it also served to provide an elevated base for the principal rooms above, as the first floor was set nearly 4.5m above ground-floor level. 
The first floor was constructed with substantial timber joists, supported on a central row of posts. As on the ground floor, a spine wall divided the block into two principal compartments. The main hall (c. 19m by 9.8m) was presumably set at the front, and was slightly larger than the room to the rear (c. 19m by 8.5m), which served as a chamber. The hall is thought to have been approached by an external timber stair, with a doorway towards the east end of the front wall. Evidence for any wall fireplace in the hall has been lost, but one might expect that it had an open hearth, set over the timber floor (as at Scolland’s Hall and Chepstow). There may have been an internal timber stair to the north-west, connecting to the undercroft below. 
The chamber to the rear had a wall fireplace which survives, with evidence of a projecting hood, supported on timber beams. Evidence survives for one of the chamber windows, which was over 1m wide, so this was a well-lit room, as no doubt was the hall. It seems there were two doorways from the hall into the rear compartment, suggesting that there may have been two chambers, divided by a timber partition. An original doorway led through the north wall to what was probably a garderobe, perhaps of timber originally, though rebuilt at an early date in stone. As rebuilt, this attached structure had an external lobby or porch, with a doorway leading west towards a rather larger block which included a garderobe. Another door led east from this porch to the exterior; Coad and Streeten thought this door perhaps gave on to a stairway, though a balcony is another possibility. 
A large outer bailey, also with a ditch and timber palisade, accompanied the original ‘country house’ block. No doubt all the other ancillary buildings were located here. From c. 1140 onwards, the external walls of the original block were doubled in thickness and the building was thereafter re-constructed as a tower keep, using only the north half of the double-pile block. The defences of the inner and outer bailey were also massively strengthened. In the late twelfth or early thirteenth century, the residential focus moved from the constricted inner bailey to the spacious outer bailey, with the construction of a probable large ground floor hall, with attached services and chamber. 
Castle Acre thus provides a well-defined example of a first-floor hall which was fully integrated within a carefully-planned residential block. The decision to place the hall on the first floor was clearly guided here not by the need for defence, but to create an impressive, elevated building. It was only in the following century that the site was altered to become a well-defended castle (though more recent analysis has suggested that views and the landscape setting remained important factors (Liddiard 2005, 49–50; Creighton and Wright 2016, 109–10)). 

First-floor halls set within a castle bailey

Three other examples can be noted where the hall is set within the area of the bailey, rather than constructed against the wall. The first two have strong similarities to Castle Acre, with a double-pile plan forming a large square block.   

Bletchingley Castle (Surrey) (Illus 3, 4)

Excavations in 1986 established most of the ground-floor plan of Bletchingley Castle and, although no final report has been published, it is possible to determine the likely lay-out at first-floor level (Turner 1986; Turner 1987, 253–54). The building, a substantial structure of late eleventh-century date, with a hall area of around 240m​​2, was situated towards the centre of the inner ward which measured about 80m by 55m, but there is no evidence of further structures within this enclosure (Malden 1900, 22; Illus. 3). The building was divided into two unequal halves by a spine wall. The hall (c. 22m by 11m) was above the eastern half and the position of the hearth is indicated by a broad pillar which rose through the undercroft to provide a fire-proof base for the fire in what was otherwise a timber first floor (Illus. 4). That pillar and the two other smaller columns in the undercroft must have supported an axial timber which, as at Scolland’s and Castle Acre (Illus. 2), carried transverse joists for the hall floor. The position of the entrance to the hall is indicated by a later masonry ‘porch’ evidently replacing an earlier timber platform. The porch probably carried a forebuilding at first-floor level which was built in the second phase. A stair turret at the south-eastern corner of the hall gave access to the undercroft. The positions of the entrance doorway and hearth suggest that the lower end lay to the south. 
The western half of the building was divided into two chambers, each of which had a garderobe. The southern chamber had a fireplace set into the middle of the west wall marked by both a projection on the exterior and a semi-circular pillar on the interior which rose to first-floor level, no doubt to support the hearth. The north chamber had access to the undercroft by means of a second stair turret. It is unclear whether there was a door between the two chambers, though this seems likely. The chamber to the south was larger and, having a fireplace, was evidently the outer chamber, though it must have been entered from the low end of the hall.
Even though the plan of undercroft is more complete, the use of the rooms is unclear. The undercroft was entered from the exterior by a wide door, 2.2m in breadth, suitable for bringing goods for storage. The room beneath to the hall was lit by three double-splayed windows to the south and the plan in the Victoria County History marks a well in this room, though more recent excavations were unable to confirm the date or function of the depression (Malden 1912, 255; Turner 1986). Access to the western rooms was by means of a doorway to the one at the south. These two ground-floor rooms each had a garderobe below those on the first floor, suggesting that they too had a residential function, and might be compared to Eynsford Castle (see below). The construction of the building at Bletchingley was dated to the late eleventh century from a coin of William II found in a rubbish deposit against the southern wall.

Walmer Old Manor (Kent) (Illus. 5)

The plan of the Old Manor House, Walmer, (c. 15m by 16.5m), although considerably smaller than Bletchingley, is notably similar. The enclosure at Walmer surrounded not only the hall, but also the church. The hall (c. 6.6m by 14m) was situated on the west side at first-floor level and the position of the entrance was marked by a later stone forebuilding approached by a flight of stairs from the north. In this case, the internal stairs communicating with the undercroft were situated at the far (high?) end of the hall in the south-west turret. A single jamb survives from a loop which illuminated the stairway. There seems to have been a door from this southern end of the hall which led through the spine wall to one chamber. There is almost no evidence for the internal plan or use of the first-floor chambers. It is possible that the south-east turret may have accommodated a garderobe at first-floor level; certainly there was no means of access to it from the undercroft. 
The arrangements of the undercroft are clearer. The original entrance adjoined the north-west turret, though this was blocked when the forebuilding was constructed and a new entrance formed near the south-west corner. There were no pillars to support a beam for the upper floor and the joists, slots for which can still be seen in part, must have spanned a distance of 6.5m. Doors from the room below the hall gave access through the spine wall to both of the rooms to the east undercrofts. A circular feature in the corner of the south-east room seems to have been a well; it is not an oven, nor a set of stairs (cf. Philp 2011).
No clearly dateable features still remain in the building which is constructed from flint rubble with Caen stone quoins. Philp (2011, 7–8) suggests a date in the early twelfth century by comparison with the nearby church which was of similar construction; Rigold (1969, 217) proposes a date of the third quarter of the twelfth century on the evidence of the pottery from the foundation levels.


Eynsford Castle (Kent) (Illus 6, 7))

Another indisputable example of a first-floor hall is that at Eynsford Castle, excavated by Stuart Rigold in the 1950s–60s (Rigold 1971). A reappraisal of the building sequence and date by Horsman (1988, 54) concludes that the hall block may have been constructed a little earlier than Rigold suggested, in the early twelfth, or even the late eleventh century.
The hall block occupies about one quarter of the total area enclosed by a wall and ditch, allowing only a limited area for other buildings (Illus. 6). It therefore seems unlikely that there was a second hall within the enclosure, and the existing building seems to have always provided the main accommodation. However, there might have been some sort of secondary chamber near the south-east of the surrounding wall where there were three garderobes. 
Little of the first-floor level of the hall block survives, and it is necessary to infer its plan largely from the undercroft (Illus. 7). The position of the entrance to the hall is marked by a later forebuilding which seems to have replaced earlier timber stairs. The hall on the first floor appears to have had a typical late medieval plan with a low end to the south-east where the entrance was located, a timber-joisted floor and a hearth towards the high end which may have been constructed on top of a base of masonry which rose from the undercroft. Certainly, this seems to have been the location of the hearth in the thirteenth century when the building was refurbished after a conflagration and the pillar was increased in area to provide a more satisfactory size. The chamber was located beyond the high end of the hall, very probably with an entrance at the south-west side, near a window of which one splayed reveal survives. A pair of garderobes located on the curtain wall were probably accessed from the north end of the chamber, via a short bridge. A second door in the north-west corner of the hall led to a vice leading down to the hall undercroft. The north-west wall of the chamber was thickened in the thirteenth century to take a chimney, and it is possible that there was an earlier hearth in the thickness of the wall in this position. 
The undercroft was an exceptionally high room – Rigold (1971, 124) estimates it was six metres from floor to ceiling. It was well lit by four windows with plunging splays at the south-east end. It was entered from the exterior by means of a wide central doorway. The surviving walls show that there was no fireplace, so the space was probably used mainly for storage. A second undercroft room below the solar was entered quite separately by stairs from the north-west. The room had an aumbry in the wall, a fireplace possibly inserted later, a garderobe, and also a well which belonged to a pre-Conquest stone building, apparently of different form. These all indicate independent accommodation, which Rigold plausibly ascribes to a bailiff. 
Eynsford can therefore be seen as another good example of a first-floor hall for residential use, complete with a solar, garderobes and, unusually, a second chamber forming a ground-floor suite. Set within the strong encircling walls of the castle bailey, the hall might easily have been placed at ground-floor level. The decision to locate it on the first floor was clearly not guided by the need for defence. The undercroft had a wide doorway, leading to the underside of the timber-joisted first floor, with the solar end similarly unprotected. The motive must instead have been to set the hall at an impressive height above the bailey, with a stair of approach. The reason for the rather excessive height of the undercroft was probably so that the hall over-topped the bailey walls, which seem to have been heightened in the same period. The upper parts of the hall block would have been visible from the surrounding countryside, and views out from the hall and solar may even have been possible. Eynsford continued to function as a first-floor hall until the site was abandoned in the early fourteenth century, with a major repair programme undertaken after damage by fire in the early thirteenth century. 


First-floor halls in bishops’ or royal palaces

Bishops’ palaces form a particular category of buildings where a number of first-floor halls can be found. Three sites are considered here, followed by a royal example at Westminster Palace. 

Durham Castle (Illus 8, 9)

Unusually, the castle at Durham performed a dual role, as a defensive castle and also the principal residence of the bishops of Durham. The development of the site is very complex and much is obscured by later alterations, so only key points of relevance can be summarized here. There are two first-floor halls to consider. The West Hall, on the west side of the castle bailey, has a large undercroft usually thought to be of late eleventh-century date. The undercroft has a spinal arcade with plain, round arches and narrow slit windows, though there may have been a larger window in the south wall. Above is a great hall, though this was entirely rebuilt in the thirteenth century and later. The original hall was probably the same size as its replacement and was very large: 28.3m by 10.4m (294m²). The original hall had a timber floor, with beams bearing on the spinal arcade. The central hearth was, no doubt, also supported on the masonry of the arcade, rather than on timber. Despite having the support of a central arcade in the undercroft, the hall’s proportions are relatively long and narrow. The span at first floor is wide for an early hall, unless there was also a line of central supports for the roof. The thirteenth-century hall had its entrance door at the south end of the east wall, with a high end to the north, but the original arrangement has been lost. The presence of an original window in the undercroft south wall indicates that the hall stood alone, with no attached service buildings or chambers. 
The North Hall, on the north side of the bailey, is built into the earlier castle ramparts, so it is raised a storey above the main bailey, but has only a partial undercroft (unlike full first-floor halls). It was built by Bishop Puiset (1153–95) after a destructive fire of c. 1155, possibly replacing an earlier hall. A very impressive entrance doorway is set at first-floor level which ‘has no equal in the north of England’ and must have been approached by a substantial set of steps (Roberts 2003, 35). There has been debate over the form of the upper floor, which has been thought to have included a hall at first-floor level, and a further hall or gallery space to the second floor. Martin Leyland (1994a, 113-19; 1994b, 419–21) put forward a new interpretation that the first-floor hall rose as a single-height space, which seems the more convincing alternative. This lofty hall had a continuous arcade of fine windows set at high level along the north and south walls, rather like the late eleventh-century arcaded windows at Westminster Hall or the early twelfth-century refectory at Dover priory (Illus. 9; RCHM London II, 120–22; Turner 1851, 43–45). Below these windows there was a row of four smaller windows in the south wall, though evidence for the north wall is unclear. The hall had an end entrance, implying a high end to the west. The continuous arcading of the windows indicates there was a central hearth, with no wall fireplace (which seems to preclude a second floor). The hall measured 18.3m by 9.8m (179m2), much smaller than the West Hall. To both west and east ends, approached by vice stairs, were sets of storeyed chambers with garderobes. Further east on the ground floor is a fine vaulted structure of late eleventh-century date which may have served as a chapel. The services and kitchen were located elsewhere in the castle, so all access for such purposes had to enter the hall by the principal doorway. 
To what extent can the location within the castle of these two halls on the first floor be attributed to defence? If Leyland’s phase plans for development of the castle are correct, an outer line of defensive walls had been built by the time each of these halls was constructed, so neither ever formed part of the outer curtain wall. For both buildings, the creation of an impressive appearance, with approach by a substantial stairway, may have been the more important motive. 
A rare contemporary reference is given in a poem by Laurence of Durham, a local monk, who includes the following in his description of the castle in c. 1144 (Leyland 1994a, 57): Consita porticibus duo magna palatia praefert. This is translated by Boyle as: ‘It displays two great adjoining palaces with porticoes’. 
Laurence was probably writing before the construction of Puiset’s North Hall, but it is tempting to identify the ‘two adjoining palaces’ as the West Hall and the earlier North Hall. A ‘porticus’ was unlikely to be a columned colonnade, so may well refer to an impressive arcaded porch over the stair approaching a first-floor hall, like the well-known Norman example at the ‘Aula Nova’, Canterbury Cathedral.  
What was the relationship of these two halls? The first and much larger hall was evidently the West Hall, so this was no doubt the grander space, used for the great public ceremonies, feasting and as a courtroom. Although it had no original attached service rooms or chambers, it must have served as the main hall within the palace residence, and was not purely a building for ceremonial use, like Chepstow. So what was the function of the North Hall? The Blair thesis would probably argue that it was a chamber block for residential use, ancillary to the main hall. But the form of the building, with its impressive entranceway and lofty, arcaded interior suggests that, at least as originally intended, this was also a building for public show, albeit on a lesser scale than the main hall. The end entry and, in particular, the central hearth are also characteristic of a hall rather than a chamber. It seems more likely that we have two halls, the ‘two palaces’ which Laurence described (albeit for an earlier phase). At a later date, the functions of the two halls became more distinct, though a connection was made from the high end of the West Hall to enable use of the chambers at the west end of the North Hall. From at least 1345, the West Hall was known as the Bishop’s Hall, continuing as the main ceremonial space, while the North Hall was called Constable’s Hall, no doubt because the bishop now resided largely at his manor of Bishop Auckland, and the North Hall, as the more convenient domestic range, was occupied by the castle’s constable (Thompson 1994, 430). At Richmond, Scolland similarly gave his name as resident constable to the castle’s hall. 

Lincoln Bishops’ Palace, East Hall (Illus 10, 11)

The ruined East Hall at Lincoln Bishops’ Palace, dating from around the 1190s, is a two-storeyed structure which lies alongside the much grander West Hall. Although it is set over a vaulted undercroft, the East Hall is actually entered at ground level to its north end, with the ground sloping away steeply to the south. Its character as a first-floor hall is thus to some extent a result of site topography, though the approach from the outer courtyard via the arched entranceway beside the kitchen would have required an external staircase. The original hall was fairly long in relation to its width: around 20m by 7.8m (15m​​2), the width no doubt being limited by the span of the stone vault below. The fine entry doorway was at the extreme north end, but there was no cross-passage. There may originally have been service rooms to the north of the hall, with access to a well in the undercroft below, but this area has been comprehensively rebuilt. Surviving details give no indication of a wall fireplace, so the hall was presumably heated by a central hearth, supported on the stone vault. The remaining masonry at the north end shows the hall had high quality masonry features, including wall arcading. To the south and east there was a full sequence of rooms to accompany the hall, all set over vaulted undercrofts. The major chamber probably had a fireplace near the centre of its west wall, and windows in the south wall would have provided fine views. Beyond this was a lesser chamber or wardrobe, and a garderobe block (re-used from an earlier phase).  
Below the hall, the undercroft has often been interpreted as a servants’ hall with attached chambers, mirroring the higher-status arrangement above (Coppack 2000; Coppack 2002). However, with no fireplaces and exposed bedrock in some areas, it seems more likely that the series of undercrofts were used for storage and to provide the raised structure for the rooms above. A surviving doorway indicates that the main room below the first-floor hall was approached via the room to its south, rather than the direct entry one might expect for a servants’ hall. 
The East Hall can thus be interpreted convincingly as a first-floor hall, complete with a series of chambers. However, as at Durham, the bishops’ palace includes two halls, and the relationship between them is complicated. The West Hall was not completed until the 1220s, after a hiatus in work, but the south end of the complex, with the kitchen, arched entranceway and service end seem to date from the 1190s, like the East Hall (Coppack 2002). It has usually been concluded that both halls were planned together, the West Hall (a much larger aisled hall of c. 450m​​2) for more public and ceremonial events, with the East Hall for more private use. Nonetheless, the very different nature of their construction, the skewed alignment of the two halls, and the awkward tapering courtyard between them all suggest the possibility that the East Hall might represent the initial plan, rapidly overtaken by a more ambitious scheme. In the hiatus before the West Hall was completed, the East Hall would have had to function as the only hall, though it obviously declined in importance once the far grander West Hall was built, and was adapted for use as a range of chambers in the fifteenth century.

Winchester House, Southwark, London (Illus. 12)

This was the London house of the bishops of Winchester, located on the south bank of the Thames. The first-floor hall was constructed in the early 1220s and stood alongside its twelfth-century predecessor on the site, a structure which seems to have survived until at least 1246/47 when its tiles, parts of its timber and stonework were removed (Carlin 1985, 35). The hall was part of a range constructed over a vaulted storage undercroft measuring perhaps as much as 4.0m high from floor to apex, and 88m long externally with an internal width of 8.75m. The eastern end of this range formed the bishop’s chamber with a fireplace. The function of the western end is uncertain and it is possible that no superstructure was ever completed over the undercroft at this end (Seeley et al. 2006, 50–51). Documentary references make it clear that the main hall was heated by a central hearth, with a louvre in the roof (Carlin 1985, 38). The entry door, reached by a flight of stairs, was at the west end of the south wall. The surviving late thirteenth-century doorway is evidently a replacement for the early entrance (Seeley et al. 2006, 51). There was no opposing door or cross-passage, as the north wall lay alongside the river. The hall was well-lit, with at least four windows to each side, to which glass was fitted in 1251/52 (Carlin 1985, 37).
In the later thirteenth century a new, west gable wall was constructed with three buttresses to become a free-standing building. Three service doors were later inserted here, as well as the surviving rose window of early fourteenth-century date. These high quality masonry features indicate that the first-floor hall continued to serve as the prime public space within the complex. 

Lesser Hall, Westminster Palace (Illus. 13)

The Lesser Hall was so-named by comparison with William Rufus’s great hall at Westminster and was situated to the south of the larger building. Despite its name, it was a substantial building, the second largest structure in the medieval palace and much bigger than any of the other first-floor halls considered here. The date of construction is uncertain, but an entry in the Pipe Roll for 1166–67 mentions expenditure upon the nova aula, which may have been either for its construction or repair. The depictions of architectural features tended to support a mid-twelfth-century date, though one in the late years of the reign of Henry I is not impossible. The building survived until 1851 when the Houses of Parliament were rebuilt and it was demolished, but the plan has been reconstructed by Crook and Harris (2002) who have combined the known drawings and elevations. It comprised a two-storey building with the hall measuring 37.7m by 12m set over an undercroft. The transverse joists of the upper floor were supported on either side on a scarcement and, because of the width of the building, probably also by an axial beam running down the length of the building held on a row of samson posts with the load spread by timber bolsters beneath the axial beam. Above the joists it seems there were timber planks, supporting a layer of rubble upon which the surface of the hall floor was formed. This would have permitted a hearth in the centre of the room, and certainly there was no fireplace in any of the walls.
The side walls to the west and east were decorated with arcading into which were set two-light windows. The south end of the east wall had a doorway and a longer section of blind arcading, as the Painted Chamber abutted here. There was a second doorway in the centre of the north end wall which allowed access upstairs from past the west end of St Stephen’s Chapel (Binski 1986, fig. 1; Brown et al. 1963, 492–93). 
In terms of the original use of the building, the authors of the History of the King’s Works said ‘No doubt it was intended to accommodate the royal household on those more domestic occasions when the great hall would have been unnecessarily large and draughty.’ (Brown et al., 1963, 492). Blair has argued (1993, 5) that the Lesser Hall was a chamber, but the evidence, particularly for an open hearth, suggests that it was more likely to have served as a secondary hall. As in other cases, the undercroft was probably used only for storage, and its principal purpose was to raise the hall to first-floor level. 


First-floor halls set against a castle curtain wall

The most common location for a first-floor hall was to be set against the wall of a castle bailey. This had obvious advantages, as one wall was already provided and it allowed effective utilization of space. The first-floor halls at Richmond and Chepstow were of this type, and four further examples are described below. In all of these cases, the first-floor hall is contemporary with the outer curtain wall, as part of the earliest stone-built phase on site. Later examples of first-floor halls were normally added to an existing curtain wall, as at the castles of Ludlow, Kidwelly, Brough and Brougham (see Table 4). 

Taunton Castle (Somerset) (Illus 14, 15)

Good evidence for a large twelfth-century first-floor hall at Taunton Castle was discovered in 1952 by Ralegh Radford and Hallam (1953). The hall was built against the curtain wall at the north-western side within the inner ward and overlooking the River Tone. Excavations beneath the existing building revealed a number of foundations contemporary with the standing twelfth-century curtain wall. Subsequent works have allowed minor changes to their conclusions (Hallam 1965; Clements c. 1984, 32–34). The cellar below the hall was formed of two barrel vaults, each 5.3m wide internally and 3.6m high, one built against the curtain wall and the second parallel to it. The vaults provided the base for a large hall set at first-floor level measuring 14.0m wide by 16.5m long (231m​​2). The scale of this hall was appropriate for the bishop of Winchester who held the castle. It is probable that such a wide building was constructed with aisles, though this would mean that the aisle posts stood near the top of the barrel vaults, the point least suitable to carry a load (Illus. 15). Traces of the pilasters on the curtain wall suggest a building with two large central bays and two much smaller bays at either end. At the south-west end of the hall was a chamber measuring 14.0m by 6.6m set over a further vault. That vault ran at right-angles to those below the hall and was entered at the south end. It is likely that there was a similar door at first-floor level for the chamber, although other details of the internal arrangement are uncertain.
Rebuilding in the thirteenth century, probably in 1246/47 if we can link it with a reference to expenditure in the Pipe Roll, removed much of the detail of the earlier hall and chamber. The rebuilding included the removal of the vaults beneath the hall so that it could be set at ground level, reducing its width while extending it to the south. 
The size of the first-floor hall suggests that it was the principal such room in the castle. Its date is uncertain. It has been attributed to the episcopate of William Giffard (1107–29) on the basis of comparison with Sherborne Castle, but this is far from secure and all that can be said with certainty is that it was constructed within the twelfth century. 


Norham Castle (Northumberland) (Illus. 16)

Norham Castle, located on a cliff overlooking the River Tweed, performed an important defensive role on the Scottish border. The great tower dominates the inner ward, but has a complex building history, re-assessed by Philip Dixon and Pamela Marshall (1993). The first phase building, now engulfed within later work, was constructed for Bishop Flambard of Durham in c. 1121. It had a first-floor hall over a vaulted undercroft, abutting the rampart and timber palisade of the inner ward. The main hall was around 18m by 7m (125m​​2), considerably smaller than Scolland’s, though set within very thick walls. The hall entrance, via an external stair, was at the west end of the lateral north wall. There was a high end to the east which had a dais, marked by a built-in stone bench. Only one window survives, a fairly narrow splayed light over the dais. A mural passage in the north wall suggests there was a garderobe in the north-east corner. A vice stair beside the entrance door presumably led up to roof level (like the arrangement at Scolland’s). The south lateral wall has an inserted fireplace of around fifteenth-century date, suggesting that the original hall could have had a central hearth. The undercroft had a number of narrow slit windows and, in the absence of evidence for a connecting stair to the first floor, seems to have been entered at ground level by a doorway in the west end of the north wall.
Dixon and Marshall (1993, 428) suggest that this hall, standing alone without attached chambers, was a ‘grand ceremonial chamber … rather than part of the private living accommodation of the bishop’. They suggest that the residential hall was in the location of the later, sixteenth-century hall, at ground-floor level on the opposite side of the small inner ward. Although the thick-walled first-floor hall block forms an important part of the curtain of the inner ward, it seems unlikely that it was intended as a defensive refuge of last resort. And though the masonry is of high quality, the size of the hall is fairly modest, rather than grand – perhaps reflecting its relatively remote location. If, as seems likely, the room had an open hearth rather than a wall fireplace, this would reinforce its interpretation as a hall rather than a chamber (see p.xx below).
After damage from a Scottish attack of 1138, major additions were made to the original building by Bishop Puiset in the second half of the twelfth century. The first floor of the building seems now to have become a private, residential hall, with a suite of chambers in an extra block, added to the south side. A wall fireplace was provided in the main chamber, though the hall may have retained its open hearth. In a reversal of roles, the ground-floor hall of the inner ward must now have served for any larger public occasions. 


Grosmont and Skenfrith Castles (Monmouthshire) (Illus. 17)
 
The stone hall block at the Welsh Marcher castle of Grosmont was built in 1201–05 by Hubert de Burgh, upgrading an earlier motte and bailey castle of timber (Knight 2009). The hall block forms a major part of the defensive perimeter of the inner bailey, with good-sized windows at first-floor level on three sides. The hall itself (9.5m by 18m) was entered at its north end via an external timber staircase, covered (as a remaining scar shows) by a pentice roof. The first floor structure was of timber, rather than being vaulted. Instead of a central hearth, the hall had a lateral fireplace – a very unusual feature, unlike other early first-floor halls. This might suggest it was a chamber block rather than a hall, but the compact inner bailey leaves no space for another building, and a major hall located in the outer ward, outside the principal ditched enclosure, is most unlikely. The chamber, though well-appointed with a fireplace and garderobe, was not located at the far end of the hall, but to the north. The ground floor was also unusual, divided into two rooms, each with a separate doorway, but with a good fireplace at the south end. While the unheated north room may have been used for storage, the south room must have functioned either as a small kitchen/service room to the hall, or as secondary accommodation. A connecting stair in the south-east corner makes service use more likely. Although Grosmont’s hall had an entry doorway at one end, the location of the chamber and the service stair suggest that the usual emphasis on a ‘high end’ was lacking. 
The nearby Skenfrith Castle (Knight 2009), also built by Hubert de Burgh around 1219-32, has parallels with Grosmont. Once again, it seems that the first-floor hall had a lateral fireplace rather than a central hearth, and there was also a good quality fireplace in the basement room below. 
	The study has also considered a number of other buildings to determine if they could be early first-floor halls. The results are summarized in Table 2 which lists uncertain or rejected examples. 

Discussion

A substantial number of early buildings with good claims to be first-floor halls have been identified. In the majority of examples outlined above, there is strong evidence that the first-floor block had no original accompanying ground-floor hall, and these buildings cannot therefore be categorized as chamber blocks. It is thus clear that the first-floor hall as a building type cannot be dismissed as a rare aberration, but formed a distinctive subset of this form of room. However, compared with the relatively standardized plan form of ground-floor halls, the examples studied show that first-floor halls could take a considerable diversity of forms. 

Key characteristics

All of the first-floor halls listed are from high-status sites, either castles, castle-like sites or palaces. Most surviving domestic buildings of such early date are, of course, generally also from high-status sites, though ground-floor halls are found at a wider social level. Construction in good quality masonry of a two-storeyed block represented a considerable expense, though stone-built chamber blocks do occur on non-castle sites. The evidence assembled so far suggests that the early first-floor hall was a building type used only at the highest levels of society. 
The main first-floor hall was usually placed over a substantial undercroft, which enabled the hall to be set at a level considerably raised above its surroundings. It was always entered via an external staircase. Most such external stairs have been lost, and many appear to have been originally of timber, and later replaced in stone. Nonetheless, the stair of approach was clearly an important feature, leading to the principal doorway, and drawing attention to its elevated position. Most of the stairs were set against the wall of the hall, though that at Scolland’s Hall was free-standing and approached the hall almost at right-angles. Little evidence now survives for either stairs or entrance doors, but the fine doorways at Scolland’s Hall and the North Hall at Durham may be an indication of what has been lost, as is the remarkable stone stair with Norman portico at the ‘Aula Nova’, Canterbury Cathedral (Lloyd 1931, fig. 362).  
First-floor halls vary considerably in size (Table 1). The smaller examples, such as Walmer and Eynsford, have a floor area of around 100m​​2, though more (like Scolland’s Hall) fall within a range of 150–200m​​2. The larger examples extend to over 200m​​2, with Chepstow at c. 243m​​2 and West Hall, Durham at nearly 300m​​2. The ‘Lesser Hall’, Westminster is clearly a special case as a royal palace, at over 450m​​2. Most first-floor halls have a width of only up to 10m, restricted by the floor span readily achievable over the undercroft. The typical plan form is therefore rather long and narrow (as at Scolland’s Hall or the East Hall, Lincoln), though not in all cases. Early ground-floor halls with an aisled structure could achieve wider spans, so tend to be broader in comparison to their length. Ground-floor halls could also more easily reach larger sizes: for example 263m​​2 at Oakham Castle and over 450m​​2 at Lincoln’s West Hall. Exceptionally, the first-floor hall at Taunton appears to have been aisled and had a total breadth of c. 14m internally.
The entry door to the hall seems nearly always to have been located at the end of one of the lateral walls – as seen also in ground-floor halls – though of course without the possibility of a cross-passage (Table 3). That suggests that even the earliest first-floor halls generally had a low end for entry, and presumably had the lord’s table set at the high end, and other tables down the body of the hall. The location of the doorway is notable, since the date of the inception of the medieval domestic plan with its high and low ends has been disputed. The evidence here suggests that the plan was widely adopted in some high-status halls from at least the end of the eleventh century. However, evidence for a raised dais does not survive, and the use of larger or oriel windows to emphasise the high end was a later development. Good-sized windows were distributed around the walls, providing a reasonable level of daylighting, and often also (as at Scolland’s Hall or Grosmont) views out. Above was a high roof, open to the rafters. 
A key feature of nearly all first-floor halls, where any evidence survives, was an open hearth, placed near the centre of the space. Definite examples of wall fireplaces with chimney-stacks are found only in the two, linked examples from south-west Wales, Grosmont and Skenfrith. A central hearth created few problems in a ground-floor hall, but on the first floor this location posed a potential fire risk. Although a stone vault or pier often provided a fire-proof base, an open hearth might also be constructed over a timber-joisted floor, as at Scolland’s Hall or Chepstow. The central open hearth was, of course, universal in early English ground-floor halls, though lateral fireplaces were always used in upper chambers. Even in the halls of castle great towers, where wall fireplaces often had to be used due to the constraints of the building type, an open hearth could be contrived – as at Middleham Castle (North Yorkshire), where the twelfth-century spine wall carries flues for the fireplaces of the kitchen below and chambers on first-floor level, but the hall must have had an open hearth. The English seem to have possessed an extraordinary attachment to the open hall with its central hearth, which lasted up to and beyond the end of the Middle Ages. This is even more remarkable when contrasted with the situation across the Channel. Despite the shared Anglo-Norman culture of the period, open-hearth halls are extremely rare in France, where the wall fireplace was practically universal. As noted in a previous article (Hill 2013, 206–07), the most likely explanation for the single-aisled form of the early ground-floor halls of Normandy (Impey 1993; Impey 1999) seems to be that the full-height, unaisled rear wall allowed the construction of a lateral fireplace. A recent study of the Echiquier at Caen suggests that the building originally had an open hearth (Impey and McNeill 2016). As the authors demonstrate, the Echiquier, the ‘best-preserved, the largest and earliest Romanesque hall to survive in Normandy’ was a ground-floor hall, not the first-floor hall it has been held to be, re-dated to c. 1100. However, with no other evidence for an open hearth, the irregular spacing of the pilasters and windows on the east side strongly suggest that a space was left for a lateral fireplace.   
Given the practical disadvantages of an open hearth, particularly when created at first-floor level, a special symbolic value must have been accorded to the fire, open on all sides, at the centre of the room and with smoke rising into the rafters. The famous passage from Bede captures the atmosphere of an early English feasting hall, through which a sparrow flies. The king sits at dinner with his assembled company and a fire blazes at the centre (accenso quidem foco in medio), while the winter winds rage outside (Bede Ecclesiastical History II.13). The cultural divide between English and French practice, makes it tempting to associate the English open hearth with such Anglo-Saxon roots. What is certainly the case is that an open hearth can be seen in England as a key identifier of space. Almost every early hall had an open hearth, with exceptions only in unusual circumstances, such as castle great towers. Conversely, an open hearth is never found in a chamber, where the fireplace was always set against a wall. In determining if a room served as a hall rather than a chamber, whether on the ground or first floor, the presence of an open hearth appears to be a vital piece of evidence. The central fire must have acted as a key focal point of the hall, in its formal, public and communal function, while the wall fireplace was appropriate for less formal and private uses. Could this distinction be linked to the location of the lord’s table? In English halls, the table and dais were always at the high end, a considerable distance from the open hearth in any large space. In France, the standard location, as seen in many medieval illustrations, has the lord’s table in front of the fireplace. Less evidence survives for the location of the principal table in English chambers, but it seems possible that the formal rules of the hall were relaxed and the table was located nearer to the fire. It must have been a chilly business being a lord in an English hall, no doubt an added incentive for the retreat to the comforts of the chamber.   
Most first-floor halls had accompanying chambers on the same raised level. In most cases the chamber was beyond the high end of the hall, as was common in ground-floor halls. Sometimes there would be further chambers or rooms beyond, as with the garderobe block at Scolland’s Hall, or the extended series of chambers at Lincoln. All such chambers were generally accessed via the hall, with no separate, independent access. In the grander example of North Hall, Durham, there are storeyed sets of chambers at both ends of the hall. The principal chambers always had wall fireplaces, like those in free-standing chamber blocks. The fireplaces were almost invariably situated in the centre of the long wall of the main room of the chamber, often flanked by windows placed equidistant from the hearth. Chambers generally had elongated plan forms, but a more compact, square form is found at Castle Acre, Bletchingley and Walmer. Here the chamber, probably divided into two rooms, is set parallel to the hall. Bletchingley and Walmer have a number of other similarities of form and clearly had pretensions to resemble fortified castles. This is most clearly expressed at Walmer where the towers at the four corners, together with the substantial surrounding ditch, give it a superficially martial appearance. However, the thin walls and the diminutive size of the towers suggest that its defensive capacity was not a prime consideration. 
First-floor halls with attached chambers, especially where evidence survives for garderobes, were able to provide the necessary facilities for full residential use. At Chepstow, however, as noted above, the lack of such facilities suggest the use was primarily ceremonial, and this may also have been the case at Norham, which originally had only a garderobe. 
The undercroft below the main floor was clearly a subsidiary space. It was usually accessed by its own ground-floor doorway, though there was often a connecting stair to the hall above. The ground floor rooms were poorly lit with narrow slit windows and normally had no fireplaces. These were clearly intended as spaces for storage, not accommodation. They may have served as the buttery and, perhaps, pantry which could not be provided on the first floor, though they may have been for more diverse storage use. The kitchen would have been a separate, detached structure, as in early ground-floor halls. An interesting difference from the ground-floor model is that all service access to the hall, including the procession for serving of meals, would have had to pass up the main stair. An early modification to improve on this can be seen at Scolland’s Hall, where a storeyed service block was added in the twelfth century, including alterations to provide the standard three service doors at the low end of the hall. 

Secondary halls

While most of the examples cited so far had no original alternatives and acted as the primary hall, there are also situations where a major first-floor room served – or came to serve – as a secondary space, accompanying a larger hall elsewhere on site. The bishop’s palaces at Durham and Lincoln take this form as, of course, does the Lesser Hall at Westminster. A number of other bishop’s palaces, from the early thirteenth century onwards, are also of this type. Thompson has argued that most such cases are first-floor halls, whereas Blair has maintained that these are large chamber blocks. 
For sites where there are two blocks of such considerable size, the conclusion which seems most obvious is one of dual provision: a larger suite for major ceremonial functions and a smaller suite for household use or more select occasions. Rather than a sharp division between the functions of hall and chamber in such cases, there may be an element of overlap and flexibility. As Grenville has said (see above), size was a key determinant. The often-quoted jesting boast of William II that his huge new building at Westminster was ‘too big for a chamber, not big enough for a hall’ contains a vital kernel of truth (Colvin 1963, I, 45). A hall must be large enough to fulfill its more formal function, but a chamber should be of more intimate, comfortable size, and one which could be heated more effectively. At Durham, the West Hall, at 294m​​2, would accommodate much larger events than the North Hall, at 179m​​2. The North Hall, however, was still large enough to act as the hall of a major residential block, with adjoining smaller chambers for private withdrawal and sleeping. The same applies at Lincoln, with its huge West Hall of over 450m​​2 and its more manageable East Hall at 156m​​2. At Durham, Lincoln and Westminster, the evidence points towards an open hearth rather than a wall fireplace, indicating that each of these was more likely to be a first-floor hall than a chamber. 
Large rooms of this type, whether identified as chambers or not, must always have served rather different functions from the smaller chamber. Blair cites Alexander Neckham’s treatise De Utensilibus of c. 1190 as a key source for the use of rooms in contemporary aristocratic houses. For a chamber, Neckham describes the expected contents as ‘curtains, drapes, a bed and bed-clothes’ (Blair 1999, 5). It is hard to imagine that any of the large secondary spaces in major houses like those of bishops actually served as principal bedrooms. Beds and sleeping accommodation, the characteristic furniture of Neckham’s chamber, would surely be found in the adjoining smaller rooms and suites. The principal chamber would have been used for reception, dining of less public nature and withdrawal, rather than sleeping – in much the same way as the great chamber of an Elizabethan or Jacobean country house. 
The frequent occurrence of such dual provision at bishops’ palaces suggests that they had a particular need to entertain on a both a larger and smaller scale. Although rather later in date, St Davids Bishop’s Palace (Pembrokeshire) provides a perfect illustration, ably analysed by Turner (2000). The palace, built primarily by Bishop Gower in the 1330s, has two principal ranges around a courtyard, both set at first-floor level over vaulted undercrofts. Designed as a single entity, the East Range was built first, in the early 1330s, with the Bishop’s Hall, a solar and a further large chamber. The hall, around 90m​​2 in size, had a low-end entry and a fireplace on the lateral wall, set towards the dais end. In the late 1330s, the South Range was built, providing a much larger Great Hall of nearly 170m​​2, approached by a very fine staircase and porch. This grander first-floor hall had a central hearth, with a great chamber beyond the dais end. Turner concludes that ‘the South Range or Great Hall was for ceremonial functions or high-ranking guests and the East Range or Bishop’s Hall was part of the bishop’s private apartments’ (Turner 2000, 136).
St Davids is a rare case, planned as a single design with two major reception spaces from the start. More frequently, the two blocks are of different date, as at Durham, Lincoln and Westminster, creating a more complex interplay of functions. The Bishop’s Palace at Wells (Somerset) is an interesting example, which has divided opinion. A large two-storey block was built for Bishop Jocelin in c. 1205–25, with a huge ground-floor aisled hall added by Bishop Burnell in the late thirteenth century. For Wood (1965, 23–24) and Thompson (1998, 49–54), Jocelin’s block was a first-floor hall, with hall and solar over undercrofts. It became a chamber only after the construction of Burnell’s hall. For Blair, (1993, 11–12), the early building was a chamber block accompanied by a ground-floor hall, replaced by Burnell (of which no evidence survives). The first-floor room is certainly large enough for a hall, at 20.7m by 8.5m (176m²). It has a highly unusual plan form, with a long, narrow ‘gallery’ range set alongside the main block, to form a double-pile plan. A stair turret at the south end of the gallery gave access to the main five-bay room, with a two-bay solar and spacious wardrobe/garderobe beyond (Keystone 2006). The layout, together with the impressive size, suggests a first-floor hall is perhaps more likely here than a chamber block. Unfortunately, evidence for the location of the original fireplace, which might have provided the answer, is lacking. It could have been either a central hearth over the stone vaults, or a lateral fireplace on the spine wall. 
Where a ground-floor hall was a subsequent addition, the earlier first-floor hall might become a chamber block. Thompson cited a rare document describing just such alterations at the abbot of Malmesbury’s house in the late thirteenth-century (Thompson 1998, 125). A large hall was added and the building which was previously the hall was made into a chamber (Et de domo quae prius aula fuit, cameram ordinari fecit). Palliser (1999) objected that this could have been a normal hall converted to a ground-floor chamber, but as spacious chambers were generally at upper levels, it does seem much more likely that the action described was indeed the conversion of a first-floor hall. 

Origins and development

As Margaret Wood recognized, the storeyed stone-built house – whether defined as a first-floor hall or chamber block – arrived in England with the Norman invasion. The difficulties of building a first floor in a timber building using the carpentry techniques then available are emphasized by the tenth-century Long Hall at Cheddar (Rahtz 1979, 99–107). There, double posts, one vertical, and one raking and attached to the underside of the joists, seem to have been required to support the raised floor at that site. The structural problems are further emphasized by the disaster in 978 when such a first-floor building collapsed at Calne with the loss of many lives (Anglo-Saxon Chronicle D, E, F texts, sub anno 978). The adoption of stone construction for secular buildings allowed first floors to be constructed without these problems. The Norman Conquest also brought an abrupt change in the use of stone, which now came into widespread use for high status domestic buildings. The Anglo-Saxon tradition had reserved stone for use in ecclesiastical buildings, with timber building wholly dominant in the domestic sphere. As Shapland (2013, 38) has suggested, this may have represented ‘a deliberate break with the past by the incoming aristocracy’, using stone not only as a statement of permanence, but also for its links to ancient Rome. 
For Normandy, others have suggested that there were two parallel traditions of building, ‘loosely reflecting the Normans’ double inheritance of, or deference to, Carolingian and Norse traditions’ (Impey and McNeill 2016, 122–23, drawing also on earlier work by Renoux). The Carolingian tradition was for multi-storeyed buildings, containing not only a hall but a series of other, integrated rooms, in contrast to the Norse, or northern European, type with a ground-floor hall on its own. Impey and McNeill suggest that the Echiquier of c. 1100 marked a new departure – a grand, royal statement with a magnificent ground-floor hall standing alone. They go on to propose, interestingly, that this great royal building encouraged the adoption of the ‘hall and chamber-block’ model in Normandy in the twelfth century.
Leaving aside the question of the origin of the form, it is evident that there is no simple linear development from ground-floor to first-floor halls in the English context. The late eleventh-century examples such as Scolland’s Hall, Castle Acre and Chepstow show that first-floor halls were built as early as any Norman ground-floor halls, and the list of examples indicates that they continued to be constructed throughout the twelfth century. The first-floor and ground-level halls were simply alternative positions for that room. There were, indeed, intermediate types such as the hall in the bailey of Farnham Castle (late twelfth century) which was at ground level on the interior of the bailey, but appeared to be at first-floor level from the exterior because of the falling slope.
From the late twelfth century onwards, surviving examples of well-built ground-floor halls become more common. However, it is important to note that, although much less numerous than ground-floor halls, first-floor halls continued to be built throughout the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, as can be seen in the list of selected examples in Table 4 (which could be considerably expanded). This strong, enduring tradition is further evidence that first-floor halls formed a recognized alternative building type, which continued to be used by the elite. In some instances, such as the castles of Ludlow and Kidwelly, the form may have been served a useful function, in allowing the hall to be built against castle curtain walls, with the raised level permitting outward-facing windows. This may also have been the situation at Sandal Castle (West Yorkshire, c. 1240–70) where the hall and another chamber or service room were built over a vaulted undercroft (Mayes and Butler 1983, 54–56).  In other cases, however, the first-floor location seems to perform no practical function and the decision to place it at raised level seems simply designed to impress. Such is the case at the uniquely-planned Acton Burnell Castle in Shropshire, built in the late thirteenth century for Bishop Robert Burnell (West 1981). In south-west Wales, where Norman influence seems to have been very long-lasting, first-floor halls are an established type with a long pedigree, irrespective of defensive need (RCAHMW 1981, 5–6.) The grandest great hall of the late fourteenth century, at Kenilworth Castle, was also built at first-floor level, its great stair of approach embellished with a fine porch. At the end of the Middle Ages, a first-floor location was still selected as most suitable for Henry VIII’s great hall at Hampton Court Palace. 

Reasons for first-floor halls

One of the purposes of first-floor halls was undoubtedly to impress those outside by the altitude of the buildings. Scolland’s Hall still presents a striking appearance from the opposite side of the River Swale because not only is it high, but it is set on the edge of a river cliff which falls dramatically away beneath it. Chepstow exploits a similar position above the River Wye. The hall at Farnham sits on the hill above the town and is particularly striking when viewed from Castle Street which served as a market place. However, the view from the hall outwards was equally important, since it gave the possibility of providing those inside with a striking prospect. This could be contrived relatively easily where the hall was set into the curtain wall, as at Scolland’s Chepstow and Farnham, as well as the other examples discussed above, but it was more difficult to achieve this when the hall was set entirely within the castle walls. One of the reasons that the undercroft at Eynsford was so high may have been that it was necessary to elevate the hall to provide some view over the walls.
	Height has long been connected with prestige, as well as providing spectacular views. Derek Keene (2008, 201–02) has drawn attention to the story of Orderic Vitalis who tells how the future Henry I took Conan, the leader of the citizens of Rouen, to the top of the castle by the Seine and showed him the view over the city, river and countryside, before pushing him over the parapet to his death. The prestige attached to situating the hall at a raised level is reflected in the position of such rooms in great towers where, theoretically, they could have been set on any floor. In actuality, they were never set at ground level, which instead was reserved for service or storage rooms. We must consider the likelihood that one of the purposes of the castle great tower was quite simply to provide a lofty position from which the countryside might be viewed (McNeill 2006). The restrictions on access to such buildings enhanced the sense that such prospects were reserved for the elite. The argument that distant landscape views were appreciated in the eleventh century, as in later centuries has been laid out in the previous paper on Scolland’s Hall and elsewhere (Gardiner and Kilby forthcoming). Certainly, in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries tall towers were built by the wealthy in major cities including London and Hull to allow the view to be enjoyed (Keene 2008, 209–10). Equally, the tall tower at Caistor Castle provided views over the East Anglian countryside (Barnes and Simpson 1952, 41, 44)
	If one of the purposes of the first-floor hall was to provide a place both to look up towards and to look down from, a second function may have been to create a place apart. It is generally agreed that the modern conceptualization of privacy is hardly applicable to the medieval world, but that does not mean that there was no sense of a need for discrete rooms at which business or other matters might be conducted in a privy manner. Ground-floor rooms were not entirely suitable for this because it was difficult to ensure that eavesdroppers were not within earshot, particularly at a period when most windows were unglazed. Rooms raised above the ground, whether chambers or halls, provided greater scope for discretion. While much of the business conducted in a hall was public in nature, a ground-floor room was unsuitable for those matters which were privy. Most of such business was dealt with in the chamber, but few chambers were large enough to allow meetings with many people. Yet the fact that first-floor halls were not common at any period indicates that the need for large rooms for private meetings cannot have been widespread.
	Defence was identified by Margaret Wood as the primary reason for constructing first-floor halls. When the hall was set on the line of the curtain wall, it may have been deemed safer to place the hall on first floor rather than at ground level. Any ground-level windows in such a position had to have narrow loops both for defence and security, and this limited the illumination which could be achieved. Only the windows on the inner side of the hall could be substantial if on the ground floor, but those on both sides could be larger if on the first. Leaving this consideration aside, the defensive capacities of halls, whether on the ground or first floor, were slight. There is little evidence that they were designed as places of last resort and were rarely provided with arrow loops. Any entrance lodges provided at the door to the hall, as for example at Middleham or at Eynsford, are more likely to have been to regulate the admission of visitors than to ward off attackers. 
Security is a more tenable explanation for a first-floor location. Walter Map tells the story of a thief who gained access at night to ground-floor hall through a window, but in so doing stepped on to a person sleeping on the floor and woke them (De Nugis Curialium, 196–97). However, this cannot have been a paramount reason for setting the hall at first-floor level. In later centuries, when there is more written evidence, it is evident that security was achieved by controlling admission to the hall and the stores were kept locked to prevent pilfering. The almost obsessive accounting of food and other goods consumed in a great house reflects the degree of control of access to rooms. Yet, a concern for security had to be tempered with attention to hospitality. Porters had the dual role of greeting worthy guests, and excluding others (Woolgar 1999, 24–25, 89).

The emergence of the medieval domestic plan

One of the conclusions from the earlier study of Scolland’s Hall was that the essential elements of the medieval domestic plan were already present in the late eleventh century. Halls typically had entrances at the low end, a central hearth and a door beyond leading to the principal chamber or suite. The study here has allowed us to distinguish halls from chambers with greater certainty, continuing and clarifying the work of Blair (1993). We have argued that the position of the room, whether on the ground or first floor, cannot be used to determine function; chambers were generally on the first floor, but halls could be too. Instead, the critical feature identified here was the position of the hearth. Rooms with a hearth set beneath a chimney in the middle of the long wall were almost certainly chambers; those with hearths in the middle of the room were definitely halls. It is unfortunately not always simple to apply this rule as no hearth may have been present, for example in the inner room of the chamber, or the evidence of the position may be lacking. However, if we do use this indicator, we can clarify the function of some buildings whose purpose was uncertain. The early twelfth-century building on the east side of Framlingham Castle (Suffolk), now encased in the later twelfth-century curtain wall, had a mural fireplace on the first floor which was set between two windows (Illus. 18). The opposing wall was found in excavations some 5.5m away (Coad 1972, 157).  Although once identified as the early hall (Raby and Baillie Reynolds 1959, 24), it can now be confidently recognized as a large chamber block from the presence of the fireplace. The upper room was hardly lofty, as the impressions of the rafters surviving in the later curtain wall show, and the lighting for it seems to have been utterly inadequate for a hall. Similarly, the enigmatic St Mary’s Guildhall, Lincoln of c. 1150 can be recognized as a chamber block, even though it had a more complex plan than most, reflecting its rather special character (cf. Stocker 1991, 39). It seems there were, rather unusually, a pair of fireplaces set in the long wall, each with flanking windows, and a further central window (Illus. 19). The plan was that of an extended chamber, and unlike that of a hall. Conversely, the twelfth-century north range at Portchester Castle (Hampshire) probably contained a first-floor hall with an open hearth over the vaulted undercroft, as the lateral fireplace, together with its chimney flue, appear to be a later insertion (Cunliffe and Munby 1985, 111).
	A further distinguishing mark of the hall and the chamber was the axis of symmetry. In a hall the axis ran down the length of the room, through the middle of the hearth. This was emphasized in the late eleventh century when the doorways to the buttery and pantry were constructed at the end of the hall, the two set either side of the axis. By contrast the axis of symmetry in the chamber ran across the width of the room and through the mural fireplace. Even where it was not possible to create perfect symmetry either side of the fireplace, some effort was made to simulate the effect. At Scolland’s Hall, for example, the door to the balcony was very probably matched by a window on the other side of the hearth (Hill and Gardiner [reference to previous paper]). Similarly, the fireplace in the chamber at Weeting ‘Castle’ was flanked by two recesses, one blind and one for a window (Heslop 2000, 51).
	The argument put forward rather tentatively by Grenville (1997, 86) and more emphatically by Quiney (1999, 42) that there was no substantial difference between a hall and chamber is not borne out by this analysis. There were fundamental differences in the design of the rooms which may have been reflected in the position of furniture, since location in relationship to the fire must have been important. We can reaffirm Blair’s (1993, 2–5) argument for the basic distinction between hall and chamber, and in so doing, we are brought back to the question of when the features of the domestic plan originated. The first-floor plans of ruined buildings are difficult to reconstruct and we are fortunate that so much survives at Scolland’s Hall. Nevertheless, we can infer a certain amount from the remains. 
Table 3 summarizes the main features of the medieval plan to be found in early first-floor halls. None of the buildings considered had entrances in the middle of the side wall, but all were placed towards one end, presumably the low end. This stands in contrast to the mid- to late eleventh-century bishops’ palaces at Old Sarum and Hereford where the entrance was in the middle of the side wall (Blair 1993, 13). We can draw limited conclusions from the position of the hearth, because the evidence is lacking in so many cases but, where there is an indication, these seem to have been towards one end, presumably the high end. These aspects both suggest that the halls were developing towards the form we know as the medieval plan, but in the twelfth century the location of the entrance to the chamber seems yet to have been fixed. While in a number of halls this was located at one side of the end wall behind the presumed location of the high table, this was not always the case. At Bletchingley Castle the entrance to the outer chamber was apparently from the low end. The evidence is much less clear at Walmer Old Manor. The outer chamber was surely to the north-east, the larger of the two rooms, and the garderobe at the south-east corner reinforces the impression that the inner chamber was the smaller room. However, there was certainly a door to the inner chamber directly from the upper end of the hall. Whether there was also access to the outer chamber from the other end of the hall is unclear as the masonry does not survive. 
The late eleventh- and twelfth-century buildings considered conform in general terms to the medieval plan, though the spatial rules were less fixed than they became subsequently. Ideas about the way in which the plan of hall and chamber should be organized were well advanced a good century earlier than has been generally recognized. Equally, it should be noted that nearly all of the first-floor halls had attached chambers, a feature which Blair (1993, 14–15) noted seems to be common in timber houses from an early date, but is not found in the grandest buildings, where the chamber blocks were detached. First-floor halls were constructed by those of a high social standing, but the convenience of providing an adjoining chamber which was directly accessible from the hall must have out-weighed other considerations.

Conclusion

Blair’s 1993 paper on the hall and chamber has provided a continuing stimulus to achieve a greater understanding of the development of the English medieval house. Inevitably, since its publication more than two decades ago, our understanding has advanced and it is now possible, not so much to dismiss its conclusions, as to refine the argument he put forward. The study here has argued that while many first-floor halls were wrongly identified, the type had been dismissed too sweepingly and that the raised hall evidently exerted a particular attraction for the builders and their patrons from the eleventh century onwards. It has been concluded, following Blair, that there was a fundamental difference in the architecture between the hall and chamber, and the means for distinguishing these rooms has been suggested. Finally, evidence has been presented that the medieval domestic plan did not emerge suddenly at the end of the twelfth or even the early thirteenth century, but the ideas were already substantially present in the earliest domestic masonry buildings.
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